Our goal at Action for Healthy Kids is to support schools so they may increase the capacity of school staff and parents to build comprehensive health programming around the Whole Child. Grant funding, in addition to support, is a beneficial component of the grant and will assist schools in increasing the depth and breadth of whole child health initiatives to ensure systems change, and further staff, family and community engagement throughout the grant term and sustained for years after.

**AFHK Grant**

**Support**
- Individualized and customized support including...
  - Regular Communications with your State Coordinator
    - Virtual Meetings
    - Sharing Sessions
    - Workshops and Webinars
    - Troubleshooting
  - Building school relationship activities
  - Sustainability Work Plan

**Funding**
- Financial resources for your projects to...
  - Increase classroom physical activity
  - Build a school garden or start a healthy cooking club
  - Explore play-based learning
  - Implement a nutrition education curriculum
  - Create active and engaging classrooms
  - ...and more!

*Every kid healthy, active and ready to learn*
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